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There were: 39 possible respondents.

4.364.334.260.844.4749%19How would you rate the overall quality of the course?10

4.444.394.260.754.6849%19Overall how would you rate this faculty's teaching?9

4.704.754.690.464.8949%19Does the faculty member show respect for all students?8

4.444.414.290.634.7949%19
Does the faculty member explain the subject matter of the course (e.g. concepts,
skills, techniques, etc.)?

7

4.524.484.350.834.6349%19
Does the faculty member demonstrate the importance and significance of the subject
matter?

6

4.294.254.160.774.5849%19
Does the faculty member provide feedback that helped students improve their
performance?

5

4.534.504.400.634.7949%19
Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the learning objectives or
goals of the course?

4

4.494.474.320.634.7949%19Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the course requirements?3

4.494.554.490.464.8949%19Does the faculty member display an interest in students' learning?2

         

10.8114.2914.156.1312.8949%19
On average, how many hours per week have you spent on this class, including
attending classes, doing readings, reviewing notes, writing papers and any other
course related work?

1

Univ
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Summer22
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Summer22

SDAvgRRNQuestion Text

I think some of the exam questions across all three exams were challenging when they deviated too much from the homework material, though this was not
significant. Let it be said that Wang Chi Leung was exceptionally invested in his students education and has been very understanding and helpful in my
learning. I am very pleased with the improvement to my knowledge in the topics covered by this course, for which a large part of the reason is his excellent
teaching.

LEUNG

He stays after office hours when students still need help with the material and is always willing to explain something if you dont understand itLEUNG

Great professor and very caring of students and learning!LEUNG

samsun awesomeLEUNG

Question: Comments 

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Prof. Leung is awesome. I have an internship and cant make most of the OH, and I always scheduled meetings with him. During the final week, he stayed
until 4:30 everyday to answer our questions. I understood lots of the materials during his OH. I want to thank him for all the efforts he put into this course.
Hes the best and most patient professor Ive ever met at CMU! :))

LEUNG

Honestly, I am very glad I decided to take this course when I did. It was very interesting to learn about proofs. Also this class has a great instructor and great
TAs who helped me through home works and every other question I had regarding the content. Thank you very much!

LEUNG

Samson was an amazing professor, and he always made sure to take the time to help us understand the lecture, even well past office hours. He prioritised our
learning and understanding, and was very flexible with the structure of the course.

LEUNG

I really liked the instructor; you can really tell that he cares about his students and truly wants to help them learn. However, it seemed like there may not have
been clear communication between the instructor and the TAs and the graders when it came to grading. Though there were loosely outlined rubrics, points
seemed to be taken off arbitrarily by the graders, as the amount of points missed for a mistake would vary depending on the grader and often be
disproportionally large (I’ve heard of many instances where a classmate would request a regrade or ask the instructor about the amount of points they missed,
and the instructor would give the student some points back). I don’t believe that this is fair or helpful to students’ learning, as there should be some clear
standard for both the graders and the students of what can be expected from grading, and students can easily see where and why they lost points (perhaps
through a more strict rubric which outlines things that can earn partial credit, or how many points to take off for a particular mistake)

LEUNG

Incredible course, with an even more passionate and caring profLEUNG

I think some of the exam questions across all three exams were challenging when they deviated too much from the homework material, though this was not
significant. Let it be said that Wang Chi Leung was exceptionally invested in his students education and has been very understanding and helpful in my
learning. I am very pleased with the improvement to my knowledge in the topics covered by this course, for which a large part of the reason is his excellent
teaching.

LEUNG
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Note to the second comment above: each question was graded and regraded by a single grader.
Graders' comments were in the graded submission, not in the rubric items.
I have only handled five overdue regrade requests throughout the semester.
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